INTERIOR DESIGN
BY

Karen Jackman

Nice to meet you!
I'm Karen.

I'm an Interior Designer.
My aim is to help you achieve your dream home and to ensure the
whole process from concept to completion is enjoyable and an
exciting collaborative journey.
I will immerse you in the very beautiful world of fabrics, paints,
flooring, lighting, furniture and finishing touches that will inspire you
in creating your perfect home.
Look forward to working with you!
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Where my passion
meets your needs
Great interior design is my business and my passion!
Offering a personalised and friendly design service is my focus to ensure your home reflects your style,
personality and lifestyle.
I place importance on the practicality and comfort of the space I design. ensuring they not only look
beautiful but are liveable and inviting.
I only take on a number of projects each year ensuring each client receives the time and attention they
deserve.
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Consultation
Initially a telephone or video call followed by a visit to see in
person the project and assertain the scope of the overall project

Architect and Builders
Working with Architect and Builders on larger projects
requiring planning permission, drawings and instructing
builders

Design
Space planning and furniture arrangement
Mood Boards
Visuals
Presentation boards along with swatch samples

Project co-ordination
Working alongside trades to achieve the end result
Devising a shopping list
Purchasing, delivery and installation of all goods
Bringing the design together with finishing touches

What I can
offer

Why invest in an
Interior Designer
You can't visualise how your space will look and work for you
You want to be pushed out of your comfort
You are not sure what can be achieved
You feel overwhelmed by the whole experience
You would like help to find and enhance your style
You need help to ensure your home is not only beautiful but also more functional
You want to add value to your property
You believe in hiring an expert
You would like an expert to manage the project
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Proposal

Schedule
and
timescales
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Initial discussion and involvement in the project.
We will have an in-depth discussion regarding how you would
like me to be involved in your project.

Proposal.
Following our discussions and meet I will produce a proposal
detailing my design plan along with fee.

Set schedule and timelines.
On agreement to the proposal a schedule will be produced
along with timelines.

Kinds words from previous
clients
Vicky from Milton Keynes

Nicola from Cornwall

Richard from Aylesbury

Karen is absolutely amazing and has
the best eye for detail. She is
personable and takes on every
project with a wonderful attitude.
Seeing the results from her recent
projects, I have bee in awe and she
has given myself and her clients
inspiration with breathtaking
results. You can see how passionate
she is and she invests her time to
understand the clients needs.

Fantastic design service. Karen not
only created a design for the
refurbishment, she recommended all
the products and dressed the
apartment once decoration was
complete. We asked for a coastal
theme and Karen delivered above
and beyond the brief. The
refurbishment is stylish, calm, fresh,
sophisticated and coastal.

Karen helped transform my bosses large
downstairs living area. She worked seamlessly
alongside the fit out company we used for the
project and was instrumental in the kitchen
design. Karen sourced and supplied all the
furniture and soft furnishings making the
whole experience less stressful than it could
have been. Karen was also on hand to stage
everything whilst the client was on holiday so
it was ready for his return. One happy boss!!! I
would 100% recommend Karen.
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Design Packages

All projects are unique and once we meet and discuss your project I will
then produce a bespoke proposal for you detailing what you can expect
from me. The proposal will be an overall fee and have no hidden costs,
I do not work on an hourly rate, I work based on a flat fee. Anything
extra that is expected from me which is outside the brief I provide, will
be an additional cost.
All payments are at staged times throughout the design process

I have access to over 40+ trade accounts with many high street retailers
as well as exclusive trade accounts to interior designers only which I
will give you access to meaning ordering via my trade account will
benefit you financially.

I have a list of recommended trades including builders, architects,
decorators, plumbers, electricians, carpenters which I can recommend to
you with as well as curtain makers and upholstery contacts
I can also work alongside any trades you have already instructed

Get in touch with me
Email
hello@karenjackmaninteriors.co.uk

Website
www.karenjackmaninteriors.co.uk

Phone
075 00 33 4114

